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COVER PH OTO: I AN L AN GEN H U YSEN Political upheaval has led to so much uncertainty for
t h e fu t u re of o u r p u b l i c l a n d s a n d n a t u ra l e nv i ro n m e nt, b u t O re g o n i a n s a n d t h e A m e r i c a n
public at large are speaking up and speaking out like never before for the values that matter
most to them.

From the Director’s Desk

Times they are a changin’
Sean Stevens, Executive Director
DON JACOBSON A creek near Sahalie Falls carves its way
t h ro u g h W i l l a m et te N a t i o n a l Fo re st, re m i n d i n g u s t h a t “e n d l e ss
pressure, endlessly applied” can make a real difference.

B

y now, we are all acutely
aware that the old adage is
true – elections have
consequences. In this new
America, you can hardly run to
the grocery store without the
President getting embroiled in
another scandal.
But enough ink has been spilled
over the November election.
Let’s talk about a more recent,
though less heralded vote – the
May 16 special election here in
Oregon. As is typical with
odd-year elections held in
spring, the turnout wasn’t great
(just 20% of eligible voters) but
boy were the results something
to look at.
In this special election voters
elected school board members
and voted on bonds to pay for
services like schools and

firefighters, but the biggest
environmental news of the day
came out of coastal Lincoln
County. There, a small group of
committed volunteers took on
Big Timber, Big Ag, and Big
Pesticide and won. By the
thinnest of margins, voters
approved a county measure
banning aerial pesticide spraying.
Read that sentence again!
Corporations that reap profits
from industrial logging practices
should be worried. Local, rural
Oregonians sent a clear message
– they aren’t willing to be
poisoned while their backyards
turn into clearcut wastelands.
Politicians that have shielded
the clearcut industry from
accountability and even tried to
increase logging on public lands
in recent years should also take

note. Oregon’s political winds
are shifting and it is no longer
safe to choose profit over people
and the planet.
As you’ll read throughout this
edition, Oregonians are fired up
and ready to go. Massive public
outcry over the attempt to
sell-off the Elliott State Forest
has kept the coast range gem in
public hands. Hundreds are
gathering at town halls across
the state to stand up for
healthcare, immigrants, people
of color, and public lands.
This palpable energy is inspiring
– and we’ll need to sustain it if
we are to beat back the worst of
the worst from the Trump
administration, and even more
so if we want to make real
change over the long haul.
Playing defense can be
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galvanizing, but playing offense
is when you can actually change
the world.
We’ve heard the chants of “Love
Trumps Hate” and we know it
to be true. If we are to create the
world we want for the future, we

must also believe that our
actions trump fate. And we must
get to work to keep Oregon
wild.
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This is what democracy looks like – six months of activism under Trump
Alexander Harris, Public Lands Fellow

E

arlier this year, our senior
state officials celebrated
Oregon’s 158th birthday by
voting to sell a forest that belongs
to you, me, and the many
generations of Oregonians that
have yet to come.
As the news broke on February
14 that the Elliott State Forest
would be sold to a timber
company to be logged, I couldn’t
believe my eyes: here, almost two
decades into the 21st Century, a
“progressive” state with a “green”
reputation was choosing to
privatize a public forest of
Summer 2017 Volume 44, Number 2

immense social, economic, and
ecological value - all for a
one-time payment. Most
shockingly of all, this was
happening in the context of a
larger war on public lands waged
by industry-friendly politicians
and an administration bent on
boosting extractive profit.
It turned out that I was not alone
in my astonishment. In the weeks
following the privatization vote,
an upheaval of concerned citizens
spilled into the political sphere
demanding that public lands not
be so freely and needlessly

handed over to private interests.
Governor Kate Brown responded
to the public outcry by charting a
new course for the Elliott, and
soon afterwards the other two
members of the State Land
Board followed her lead. On May
9, all three members unanimously
voted to keep the forest in public
hands!
The Elliott debacle is not yet over,
but thanks to accountability
efforts by Oregon Wild and
coalition partners, at least we now
know the forest will stay public.
The public response to this
4

needless give-away was a
representation of democracy in
action and a testament to how
immensely powerful we are when
we play our rightful role in our
own government. It’s not easy
and from time to time it can get
pretty messy, but public
involvement is how our
government works. This is what
democracy looks like.
The Trump Era
Similar stories of struggle and
resistance abound in the first
months of Donald Trump’s

tumultuous presidency, and I can
assure you that there are more to
come. Donald J. Trump is a truly
unprecedented phenomenon. His
hateful words, belligerent
behavior, and aggressive brand of
conservatism challenge many of
the bedrock values of our
democratic institutions, whether
that be the preservation of a free
and open press or the respect of
our country’s judicial process.
Even before Inauguration Day, it
became apparent that a successful
Trump presidency would erode
many fundamental gains made by

racial minorities, women, the
LGBTQ community, and the
environment during the last half
century. For this reason, millions
of Americans mobilized on
Trump’s first full day in office to
demonstrate solidarity with
oppressed minority-groups
bringing unity amongst oncedisparate progressive movements.
The Women’s March in DC and
the hundreds of sister marches
that took place in each state
across the country celebrated
diversity and inclusion as core
American values that make our
country stronger, and focused on
the necessity to build a more
intersectional and inclusive
progressive movement.
Two Oregon Wild staffers,
Chandra LeGue and Tara
Brown, were fortunate enough to
participate in the DC march
alongside hundreds of thousands
of passionate activists from all
over the country. January 21,
2017 was likely the largest day of
political mobilization ever to take
place in American history, and
many cities across Oregon saw
record-breaking crowds turnout
for racial justice, gender equality,
and environmental responsibility.
“Even though many of us went to
protest out of fear of the new
administration, every person
there came together to make it a
welcoming and positive

experience,” said Brown. LeGue
echoed this sentiment, saying
that the march “really felt like a
community-building event - with
so many people coming together
to fight injustice - whether
directed towards their neighbors
who might be from another
country, their sisters, or to the air
we all breathe.”
Many found Trump entertaining
and laughable during the
campaign, but come Inauguration
Day his TV show antics had
real-world consequences for
millions of Americans,
prompting action on a national
scale. In the opening days of his
nascent administration, President
Trump was immediately met
with massive resistance from
grassroots activists and political
leaders over his controversial
“Muslim-Ban”. In the weeks that
followed, explosive turnout out to
townhalls and effective grassroots
pressure in places like Ashland
and Bend made it difficult for
House Republicans to repeal and
replace the Affordable Care Act.
Just two months into his scandalridden presidency, Trump had
failed to deliver on promises
central to his divisive and
controversial campaign. The
intersectional grassroots efforts
across the country had
successfully framed the role of
resistance in the Trump Era.

Attacks on the planet
Since taking office, President
Trump has made unraveling
President Obama’s environmental
legacy a core priority for his
administration. To understand his
motivations to eliminate core
environmental protections, one
must look to his relationship to
truth - specifically scientific truth.
As the public has come to realize,
the 70 year-old former reality TV
show star living in the White

House primarily gathers
information from those closest to
him, though expertise does not
seem to be a valued trait among
his choices for top administration
officials. Trump chose Scott
Pruitt, the former Attorney
General of Oklahoma, to lead the
very agency Pruitt has sued over a
dozen times in previous years: the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The role of
America’s senior diplomat,
Secretary of State, was given to

the former chief executive of oil
giant ExxonMobil, Rex Tillerson.
To add to his cadre of fossil fuel
champions, Trump nominated
Ryan Zinke to head the Interior
Department, which oversees
one-fifth of land in the United
States. Zinke, a former Montana
Congressman and selfproclaimed Roosevelt
Republican, has been an avid
supporter of increased oil and gas
extraction in the past and has a
mixed record on preserving the

Welcoming a new wave of activism
Danielle Moser, Wildlife Coordinator
While the unfortunate outcome of the presidential election left many
of us worried about the fate of our public lands, waters, and wildlife,
it also ushered in a new wave of activism at Oregon Wild. Since
January, the Wild Ones program has experienced a surge of new
participants, all looking to be part of the fight to protect our natural
heritage. One activist in particular, Lisa Billings, joined the program
to advocate for the things she loves so much about her state.
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“With so many urgent and alarming matters taking hold in our
current political climate, it can be overwhelming to decide how and
where to focus your efforts,” Lisa said. “My passion for wildlife and
natural places drew me to Oregon Wild, and the opportunity to learn
how to become a citizen advocate has helped me feel like my voice
can actually matter. The practical tips I receive, combined with
a well-rounded point of view on the issues, enable me to feel
informed and hopeful at the same time.”
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public ownership of our public
lands. Oregon’s senior Senator,
Ron Wyden, at first had
reservations about Zinke, but
after receiving assurances that
he’d increase logging on western
Oregon federal forests, Wyden
voted to confirm Zinke as
Interior Secretary. This is proof
that it’s not just Trump that
needs to hear from us, but also
our elected officials from Oregon.
By surrounding himself with
fossil fuel proponents and
climate-skeptics, Trump has

rendered his policies incongruent
to the latest scientific findings
and set the stage for major
grassroots resistance. Indeed, the
reaction to Trump’s war on
science has been swift. On Earth
Day 2017, massive crowds of
people across the planet
mobilized in support for data,
truth, and the scientific process
itself. Some Trump defenders
charged that the Marches for
Science inappropriately
“politicized science,” but as my
colleague Gaby Diaz and I

Takin’ it to the streets
Sean Stevens, Executive Director
We’ve seen the numbers for the Women’s March
and March for Science, but how many people in
today’s Oregon are ready to take to the streets in
defense of our public lands? If we’re looking for
inspiration, our state has a rich history of standing
up for our national forests. And Oregon Wild has
been at the center of almost all of that action.
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We marched alongside an
impressive display of flamboyant
science geeks, Gaby in her
NASA sweater and me in my
favorite mushroom shirt, and we
shouted alongside the many
thousands around us: “What do
we want? Evidence-based science!
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One of the best examples from the past comes from
the early 1990s when the “ancient forest wars” were
front page news on a near daily basis. With Oregon
Wild (then Oregon Natural Resources Council)
fighting to stop old-growth clearcutting in the
courtroom, citizen activists seized a once-in-ageneration opportunity to make their voices heard.
When President Clinton came to Portland in April
1993 for the infamous “Forest Summit,” 60,000

marched in the streets of
Portland on that glorious April
Saturday, I embraced the irony of
participating in a political act in
order to de-politicize the
scientific process.

people packed
Waterfront Park to
stand up for old
growth and spotted
owls. It didn’t hurt
that Bonnie Raitt and
Neil Young performed
from a rain-soaked
stage! So, when national forests are proposed for
privatization and Congress tries to turn back the
clock to old-growth logging, how many of us will
rally to stop them (and which musical activist
superstar will use their voice for good)?
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When do we want it? After peer
review!”
“It was incredible to see how
many people care about science,
are working for science, and
believe in science,” Diaz reflected.
I was impressed as well, and I felt
reassured by the scientifically
literate activists who showed up
to defend against political attacks
on the scientific process.
Unfortunately, Trump’s war on
the environment extends well
beyond his insistence to negate
scientific fact. In his first 100
days in office, our president
issued more Executive Orders
than any other president had in
the same period since WWII,
and many of those orders
targeted the environment.
The overarching goal of the
Trump administration’s
environmental and energy policy
seems to be to substantially
reduce the role of federal
conservation agencies that
prevent the unfettered
exploitation of our nation’s
natural resources, as evidenced by
Trump’s proposal to dramatically
shrink the size of the EPA’s
budget by 31 percent and the
National Parks budget by 13
percent.
Despite these significant threats,
I drew inspiration from the many

climate marches that took place
around the world on Trump’s
100th day in office. Moving
forward, grassroots activism will
continue to play an essential role
in obstructing an administration
intent on eliminating our
country’s environmental progress
from the past century.
The fight for public lands
So far, 2017 has not been a great
year for public lands.
Conservative radicals across the
country are waging a full-out
assault on public ownership of
our shared lands, largely as a
means to circumvent
environmental protections and
boost profits for extractive
industries. On Congress’ first day
back in session, House
Republicans laid bare their
priorities by passing an
administrative rule change to
officially designate the value of all
public lands as $0, paving the
way for vast swaths to be easily
sold off in the future.
A few weeks later, the prominent
land-seizure proponent Rep.
Jason Chaffetz (R-UT)
introduced a controversial bill
calling for the privatization of
over three million acres of public
lands across the west. Ten days
later, public lands advocates
claimed a crucial win when an
outpouring of citizen opposition

forced Chaffetz to withdraw
support for his own bill! This
inspiring victory was made
possible by the grassroots
organizing that sprang up from
a broad coalition of public lands
advocates, conservationists,
hunters, anglers, and elected
officials.
Most recently, the Trump
Administration issued a new
Executive Order challenging
one of the key conservation
tools used by presidents for the
past 100 years - the Antiquities
Act. The order directs a special
review of over 20 National
Monuments designated since
1996, which threatens to
undermine the protections of
millions of acres across the
country, including the newly
expanded Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument in
southern Oregon. In essence,
Trump’s move constitutes his
administration’s most aggressive
action against America’s public
lands, and yet again puts his
policies in stark contrast with
the opinions of the decided
majority of Americans. Oregon
Wild and coalition partners will
continue to mobilize support
for Cascade-Siskiyou,
conducting multiple educational
forums throughout the state
this summer to spread the word

about the many threats posed to
our public lands.
Ultimately, the prospect of
another three and a half years of
Trump leaves us with great
uncertainty regarding the future
of civil rights, environmental
protections, and the public
ownership of our National
Forests, Parks and wildlife
refuges. However, one thing
remains certain – Oregon Wild
along with our allies, grassroots
activists, environmental lawyers,
public lands defenders, and bold
public officials will continue to
meet the Trump administration
with fierce opposition.
We have no option but to act,
and act now. Keep up those
weekly phone calls to our
elected officials; keep showing
up to political demonstrations
and informational sessions;
keep having meaningful
conversations in our day-to-day
lives about the issues that
matter most and keep
practicing self-care (activist
burnout is real). After the
March for Science, I asked
Gaby what more we should be
doing and she replied, “Beyond
calling, writing, marching, etc.,
we must not give up hope that
things will change, even if it
feels slow and incremental.
Nothing that’s worthwhile is
ever easy.”

ACTIVISM 201

Voting and marching are fundamental institutions of our democracy, but our government only functions
properly when citizens become more deeply engaged in the political process. Oregon Wild has developed four
simple practices you can integrate into your everyday life to enhance your citizen-advocacy:

CONTACT YOUR
REPRESENTATIVE
Find out who
represents
you, post their
phone numbers to
your refrigerator, and
make phone calls a
regular part of your
week (e.g., I make two
calls every Tuesday).
You can also send a
letter or email
explaining your issue
and why it’s
important to you.
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SHOW UP

JOIN A GROUP

SELF-CARE

One of
the most
important
ways to
make a difference is
simply to show up to
public events such as
town halls, public
hearings, rallies, and
educational events.

Check out
Oregon
Wild’s
grassroots
team Wild Ones,
which meets monthly
in cities across the
state. Also consider
becoming a member
of Oregon Wild’s
Evergreen Society by
making a monthly
donation that works
for you.

Activist
burn-out is
REAL, so
be sure to
know your limits,
develop self-care
habits like getting
outside, and unplug
every once in a while.
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The future of wolves
Rob Klavins, Northeast Oregon Field Coordinator

That makes the stakes even higher
as Oregon revises the rules for wolf
management. Under a revised plan
proposed by ODFW, 22% of
Oregon’s wolves could have been
killed last year. Trophy hunting and
trapping could start any day.

ODF W OR42 is the breeding female of the Chesnimnus Pack in Northeast
O r e g o n - a p a c k O r e g o n W i l d h a s g o t t e n t o k n o w w e l l i n t h e l a s t y e a r.
Sadly, she was found dead in May. An investigation is underway.

W

olves are powerful animals
and even more powerful
symbols. For those of us who value
wildness, they are symbols of
freedom, wilderness, and the
American West.
To a fearful minority, they are
symbolic of their hatred of
government; a changing world; and
their slipping grasp on control,
power, and dominance. No wonder
wolves and wildlife protections
suffer as bargaining chips in
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political arguments that have little
to do with them.

independent science, and underrepresented threats.

Last year, under tremendous
pressure from the livestock
industry, some hunting groups, and
rural politicians, Oregon’s Fish and
Wildlife Commission prematurely
stripped wolves of endangered
species protections.

A recent ODFW report reinforced
just how tenuous recovery may be.
After nearly a decade of steady
recovery, Oregon’s known wolf
population grew by only two
animals. The number of known
packs and breeding pairs decreased.
Weather made counts difficult, but
the number of wolves killed by
poachers, agencies, and livestock
managers increased after wolves
lost protections.

In our ongoing legal challenge, we
and our allies argue the state
violated the law, ignored

8

As expected, the livestock industry
and some hunting groups are
arguing to further weaken
protections. With your support, we
are arguing for a stronger plan with
clear, enforceable, transparent, and
defensible provisions to get
recovery back on track and reduce
conflict.
Over the last year or so, hundreds
of you have written letters, testified,

and met with decision makers.
Progress remains slow, but we’re
seeing results. Eighteen legislators
signed on to a letter opposing wolf
hunting, and in a May hearing the
agency sat in front of nearly 200
people who spoke for and
applauded our vision.
We’ll keep monitoring
developments on the ground,
fighting for wolves, and embracing
common ground where it can be
found. There will be more
opportunities to make your voice
heard.
The first official meetings of
Oregon were in part to “address the
problem of marauding wolves.”

WOLF PACKS AND BREEDING PAIRS IN OREGON [2009-16]
After years of steady population growth, the number of known wolf packs
and breeding pairs declined in Oregon in 2016.
PACKS

BREEDING PAIRS
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Conservation is good for business
P R E D ATO R
DEFENSE In
e a r l y 2 0 1 7,
Wildlife Services
“accidentally”
killed an Oregon
wolf using a baited
M-44 cyanide trap
like the one shown
here. In addition to
wildlife, pets and
people have also
been victims of
this brutal tool in
the war on native
carnivores.

Inconvenient wildlife was something
to be eliminated. Wildness was
something to be subdued. In 2017,
most Oregonians value native wildlife
and celebrate what remains of the
wild.
Mollie Beattie, the first woman to
head the USFWS, once said “what a
country chooses to save is what a
country chooses to say about itself.”
The same can be said of a state. What
will Oregon choose to say about
itself ?

Take Action! Learn about
opportunities and hone your skills
as an advocate by joining the
Oregon Wild One’s team:
www.oregonwild.org/wildones

Jonathan Jelen, Development Director

As a native Oregonian, I’ve grown up
believing our forests, beaches, and wild
lands are the true Living Room of our
state. Every day we see that a major
component of Oregon’s growth is
people relocating to enjoy close
proximity to wild spaces, for the
recreation, deep peace, and meaning
that being connected to nature brings
to our lives. I believe that the
preservation of Oregon’s wild spaces
and wildlife is the protection of our
economy, communities, and health of our residents. Thank you
Oregon Wild for protecting our Living Room!
- Jenelle Isaacson, owner of Living Room Realty

More and more, the Oregon
business community is speaking
out for values that are important
to them. In the world of
conservation, that’s especially
impactful given the notion of
“jobs vs. the environment” – a
flawed but often argued talking
point of extractive industries like
logging and mining.

But Oregon businesses today
value conservation in a big way.
From realty and herbal products
to organic coffees and outdoor
recreation, from Portland and
Eugene to Bend and Enterprise,
businesses statewide have been
showing their support for
Oregon Wild’s work to protect
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our wildlands, wildlife, and
waters!
Since early 2016, Oregon Wild
has proudly been a beneficiary of
Living Room Realty’s charitable
Loving Room Fund. Their
generous support has helped us
be an even stronger voice for the
wild places and native species
that make Oregon such an
incredible place to live.
We’re thankful to all the
businesses that are helping us
stand up for conservation
including: Bartel Contracting,
Oregon Green Clean, Wild
Carrot Herbals, Albina
Community Bank, North Ridge
Wealth Advisors, Trillium Asset
Management. Closetbox, and
Eilers Dental.
For a full list of Oregon Wild’s
Business Partners or to see
how your business can join,
go to www.oregonwild.org/
business

We greatly appreciate
supporters at all levels
but wanted to take this
opportunity to recognize
the generous Oregon Wild
donors who support our
conservation work with
$5,000 or more!
Julie Bailey
Shawn Donnille
Michael Greenstreet
Robert and Mary
Holmstrom
Laurel and Andy MacMillan
Jonathan Major and
Drew Taylor
Barbara Manildi
Judith Schwartz Sorrel
Curtis and Julie Stevens
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Saturday, June 24
Elliott State Forest (EUG)
Leader: Jason Gonzales

(Easy-Moderate, 4.5 miles) See the
splendor of The Elliott State Forest
from a meandering ridge hike with a
guest leader from local citizen science
group Coast Range Forest Watch!

Friday, June 30
Lookout Mountain
Wildflower Hike (BEND)

Find your wild. REGISTER AT WWW.OREGONWILD.ORG
Oregon Wild summer outings are guided by experts and require online
reservations. Please leave pets at home. For your comfort and safety, please
wear appropriate attire, bring plenty of water, a lunch, and your sense of
adventure! Children are welcome, but must be accompanied by an adult.

(Beginner) Come fish the
Crooked River and snag a
beautiful rainbow trout on this
beginner-level trip!

Friday, August 4
Bluegrass Ridge (PDX)
Leader: Jonathan Jelen

(Difficult, 8-12 miles) Located on
the southeast shoulder of Mount
Hood, Bluegrass Ridge
boasts great views of Oregon’s
tallest peak, incredible forest,
and some criss-crossing creeks.

Friday, June 30
Table Rock Wilderness
(PDX)

Friday, August 11
Vista Ridge to Wy’East
Basin (PDX)

Leader: Jonathan Jelen

Leader: Jonathan Jelen

(Moderate, 7.6 miles) The namesake of
the Table Rock Wilderness features a
fortress-shaped plateau above the
Molalla watershed and views of up to
ten Cascade and Coast Range peaks.

(Strenuous, 7.9 miles) Enjoy
amazing views of the dramatic
north side of Mount Hood and its
glaciers.

Saturday, July 8
Tidbits Mountain (EUG)
Leader: Chandra LeGue

(Moderate, 4.5 miles) Hike up
many-pinnacled Tidbits Mountain
through spectacular old-growth on
the way to an amazing mountain view.

Friday, July 14
Boulder Lake (PDX)
Leader: Jamie Dawson

(Moderate, 5 miles) With old-growth
forests and high mountain cliffs,
Boulder Lake is one of the best-kept
secrets in the Mount Hood region.
KEENAN JONES

Leader: Sarah Cuddy

(Easy-Moderate, 5 miles) A highmountain hike through old-growth
trees and meadows with panoramic
views of the Ochoco Mountains and
beyond.

Leader: Sarah Cuddy

OREGON WILD SUMMER '17

Friday, July 21
Crooked River Flyfishing Trip (BEND)

Saturday, August 12
Kentucky Falls (EUG)
Leader: Jason Gonzales

(Moderate, 4.4 miles) Enjoy the lush
forest surrounding one of the Coast
Range’s biggest waterfalls!

Friday, August 18
Tamanawas Falls (PDX)
Leader: Jamie Dawson

(Easy-Moderate, 4 miles)
Explore a diverse old-growth forest
along the crystal clear Cold Spring
Creek leading up to the spectacular
Tamanawas Falls.

RAMI JABAJI

Saturday, August 26
Salmon River (PDX)
Leader: Jamie Dawson

(Easy-Moderate, 5.5 miles)
Stroll beneath old-growth giants in a
classic forest hike in the Mount Hood
National Forest.

Saturday, September 30
Black Creek to Waldo Lake
(EUG)
Leader: Jason Gonzales

(Moderate-Difficult, 7.5 miles)
Climb through the Black Creek
Canyon for waterfalls, old-growth
forests, and finally to the shores of
stunning Waldo Lake.
PROTECTED
WILDERNESS

PROPOSED
WILDERNESS

WATERSHED

Beyond the eclipse
Sarah Cuddy, Ochoco Mountains Coordinator

T A N YA H A R V E Y T h e O c h o c o N a t i o n a l F o r e s t , h o m e
to sensitive Mariposa Lilies, will see unprecedented
visitation in August for the solar eclipse.

T

his August, upwards of
50,000 visitors will come to
the Ochoco National Forest
during the week of the solar
eclipse – more than doubling the
entire population of the remote
and scenic pocket of Central
Oregon where the forest is
situated. With the spotlight on

the Ochocos, it’s no wonder the
eclipse is the talk of the town;
sparking insightful conversations
about tourism, recreation, and
responsible use of our public land.
Today, tourism and outdoor
recreation are at the backbone of
Oregon’s economy. These
industries rely heavily on national

parks, monuments,
wilderness areas, and
public land. Travelers
from across the world
are flocking to view
the eclipse in
accessible and pristine
places like the Ochoco
Mountains, providing
a flurry of economic
activity to rural
communities across
Oregon. These
economic
contributions to
communities are based
around the shared
common asset of
proximity to public
land.
However, this sudden
influx of visitors
comes at a cost. How much
tourism is too much tourism and
what are the ramifications for
wildlife and the forest? Without
the recreation infrastructure to
support such staggering numbers,
the surrounding wild space and
public land are impacted in an
undeniable way. With overflowing
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campgrounds, visitors will find
dispersed sites without facilities.
Trampled wildflower meadows,
bathroom waste, and a lack of
local land ethic will contribute to
a significant ecological impact in
these pristine areas.
Instead of this boom and bust
model, Oregon Wild and
partners are working to craft
a proactive and long-term
solution that would seek to
balance tourism and
recreation with conservation
for the Ochoco Mountains.
The Ochoco Mountains
National Recreation Area
would encourage sustainable
recreation and associated
infrastructure development
while protecting the
ecological character of the
forest.

solar eclipse events. Protecting
wild places across the state, like
the Ochocos, will help harness
the economic vitality of the
recreation industry to local
communities while ensuring
Oregonians will enjoy and
recreate in wild and pristine areas
for generations to come.
CHERYL STELLAR

While the upcoming solar
eclipse calls attention to
responsible use of public
land, visitor use numbers to
national parks, monuments,
wilderness areas and public
land are breaking records
every year without rare total
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Cheers to two years celebrating Oregon’s Brewsheds®!
Marielle Cowdin, Outreach & Marketing Coordinator & Chandra LeGue, Western Oregon Field Coordinator

M I C H A E L G R AW

W

hen Oregon Wild dreamed up the
Oregon Brewshed® Alliance concept
years ago, we thought it made good sense to
work with Oregon’s booming craft brewing
industry, drawing connections between the
work we do to protect and restore forests,
wildlands, and waters to the clean water
needed to make great beer. “See the forest for
the beer,” we said, and Oregon’s brewing
industry certainly did.
From our humble beginnings of seven charter
partners in spring 2015, we’ve seen breweries,
cideries, kombucha and sake-makers, hop
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farms, and other brewing community
businesses enthusiastically joining up. Two
years later and we now have 45 Brewshed®
Partners from all across the state!
Our Alliance outreach during this time has
included sponsorship of the water stations at
the KLCC Brewfest in Eugene, partnering
with Willamette Week’s Oregon Beer
Awards, tabling at the North American
Organic Brewers Fest and at events our
brewery partners host. Our partners have
chosen to support the Alliance in a variety of

ways: by hosting special pint nights, creating
special benefit brews, donating kegs,
supporting our brewfests, making direct
contributions, and other creative and
collaborative projects. To date, these efforts
have raised over $32,000.

collectively raised over $12,000 to advance
the work of Oregon Wild to help our forests
and wildlands provide the water our brewing
industry relies on. Read more recaps for both
of the 2017 Oregon Brewshed® Brewfests on
the Oregon Wildblog online!

This past May, we built on the success our
first Oregon Brewshed® Brewfest at
McMenamins Kennedy School in 2016 and
we held our 2nd annual Brewshed® Brewfest
on May 17th of this year. While year one was
more successful than we could’ve imagined,
the 2017 Brewfest was bigger and better with
31 participating partners and brews, special
collaboration beer and cider with wild themes
and ingredients, and over
300 attendees.

A huge thank you to all our Brewshed®
Partners and volunteers for helping make the
Oregon Brewshed® Alliance, Brewshed®
Brewfests, and all our special events so
incredibly fun and successful! We look
forward to more going into year three of this
wonderful coalition of water-conscious
people and businesses.

This year we also held our
very first Oregon
Brewshed® Brewfest in
the Eugene area. The
Earth Day Oregon
Brewshed® Brewfest,
held in the Sprout!
Markethall in downtown
Springfield and cohosted by our partner
Claim 52 Brewing, drew
more than 200 people to
try the 19 brews on tap.
Our three brewfests
to-date have now
12

Revelers pack the Kennedy
School gym in Portland for the
2nd annual Brewshed® Brewfest.

Protecting Oregon’s waterways
Tara Brown, Crater Lake Wilderness Coordinator
(DATA SOURCES INCLUDE ESRI AND OREGON WILD)

Oregon’s most treasured rivers as State Scenic
Waterways.

NEHALEM RIVER

State Scenic Waterway designations are one
of the most important designations that
Oregon can bestow on our river corridors, but
Oregon has underutilized this program.
While portions of 22 rivers and lakes are
designated as scenic waterways in Oregon,
less than 1% of Oregon’s rivers and streams
are protected by law from degradation on a
mile-by-mile basis. These designations help
minimize or prevent destructive riparian
logging, dams, suction dredge mining, and
other inappropriate development. Protections
also help to enhance fish and wildlife habitats
and preserve the public’s right to enjoy them
through activities like hiking, fishing,
kayaking, rafting, and camping.

N SANTIAM
RIVER

S UMPQUA
RIVER

PROTECTED STATE
SCENIC WATERWAYS

I

n 1970, Oregon voters put forth a
successful citizens’ initiative that passed by
a two-to-one margin and created a new State
Scenic Waterways designation. It was
established in response to dam construction
as well as increasing population and the
resulting pressures on Oregon’s rivers.
Unfortunately, after several State Scenic
Waterways protections were enacted in 1988

runs, the Nehalem offers spectacular hiking
and rapids with lush forests and little human
presence, and the North Santiam provides
clean drinking water to Salem.
Unfortunately, these rivers are experiencing
increased logging pressures within riparian
corridors and destructive suction dredge
mining (a floating system attached to a
suction hose that sucks up the river bottom,
disturbs fish and aquatic life, and stirs up
toxic mercury sediments in search of gold).
As Oregonians, we have a duty to protect our
waters from destructive practices.
It is our mission to protect Oregon’s
wildlands, wildlife, and waters for future
generations and we will relentlessly work to
utilize and enhance the State Scenic
Waterway program to designate waterways to
preserve water quality, stunning vistas, salmon
habitat, and recreational experiences.

Currently, Oregon Wild is working on the
next three waterways for potential
designation, including the South
Umpqua, Nehalem, and North
JA K E C R AW F O R D T h e S o u t h U m p q u a R i ve r i s p ro p o s e d
f o r S t a t e S c e n i c W a t e r w a y p r o t e c t i o n s t h i s y e a r.
Santiam Rivers. These iconic rivers
provide numerous ecological and
recreational benefits, including
old-growth forests, salmon runs,
stunning trails, scenic waterfalls, and
economic opportunities through
outdoor recreation.

PROPOSED STATE
SCENIC WATERWAYS

(in a campaign that Oregon Wild led), the
program went dormant.
Finally, in 2016, we were able to re-ignite the
State Scenic Waterways program to get both
the Molalla and Chetco Rivers designated
– the first rivers to be designated in 28 years.
Currently, we are working with state agencies,
recreation groups, and conservation
organizations to designate the next round of

In particular the South Umpqua is
known for its Chinook and steelhead
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Conservation roundup
Steve Pedery, Conservation Director

eliminating them in order to pave the way for
more logging, oil drilling, and development.

cyanide bombs, to accidentally killing
endangered species.

We’ve responded by hosting a series of town
halls, trainings, and other events aimed at
mobilizing Oregonians to defend our public
lands, and the law that every President since
Teddy Roosevelt has used to protect our most
treasured landscapes. You can read more about
Cascade Siskiyou by reading Alex Harris’ blog
post on oregonwild.org exploring his
relationship to this very special place.

Governor Brown has proposed eliminating
nearly $1 million of state funding for Wildlife
Services from the Oregon Departments of
Fish and Wildlife and Agriculture’s budget.
This would be a huge win for public lands and
native wildlife, but lobbyists for the livestock
industry are working furiously to put the
money back in. Oregon Wild has been
working with a coalition of other groups to
defend the cuts, and mobilize wildlife lovers to
put pressure on state politicians.

Results are in, voters want public lands

A

century ago, President Teddy Roosevelt
pioneered the use of the Antiquities Act
as a tool to protect special places on public
lands by designating them as National
Monuments. When Congress fails to do its
job, the Antiquities Act provides the President
a tool to protect special public lands from
development.
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Today it appears the very idea of public lands
is under attack. In February, Oregon Wild
joined a coalition of other groups to defend
President Obama’s expansion of the Cascade
Siskiyou National Monument in Southern
Oregon after the logging industry filed a
lawsuit aimed at blocking it. On April 26,
President Trump announced a review of all
monuments over 100,000 acres designated in
the last 20 years, with the goal of shrinking or

On April 20, Oregon Wild released the results
of a state-wide poll on how Oregonians feel
about public lands. Conducted by MasonDixon Polling & Research, it found that 80%
of Oregon voters would be less likely to vote
for a candidate who tried to privatize public
lands. Of Republican voters, 67% would be
less likely to support a politician who tried to
sell off public lands. Turns out the Bundy
agenda isn’t popular with anyone in Oregon.

Orwellian “Wildlife Services” loses
funding…or does it?
Housed in the US Department of Agriculture,
Wildlife Services is a federal agency that traps,
shoots, and poisons wildlife at the behest of
livestock interests (paid for by our federal tax
dollars). Over the years it has drawn increasing
scrutiny for major blunders, from killing
hikers’ dogs and sickening children with M44
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The Elliott State Forest stays publicly owned!
Jason Gonzales, Forest and Watershed Campaign Organizer

F R A N C I S E AT H E R I N GTO N ( L ), F I L E ( R ) M o r e
cl e arcuts or more old- grow th? T he State Land
Board took a step in the right direction in May.

T

his past year, Oregon Wild has asked
our supporters to take action for the
Elliott State Forest many times, and I am
excited to tell you that it worked! Your
voice was heard. Although we have much
work left to defend the water and wildlife
of the Elliott, for the first time in many
years, Oregon’s first State Forest is on
track to stay publicly-owned for the
foreseeable future!
The fight to save the Elliott has been
intensely fought for many years, but in
the past year, Oregon Wild, our partners,
and most importantly, activists from
around the state, really ratcheted up the
pressure. Admittedly, we had a scary
moment back in February, when State
Treasurer Tobias Read surprised us all by

reversing his campaign rhetoric, and
voting to sell the Elliott. However, after
we launched an accountability campaign
which included thousands of our
supporters contacting him, prominent ads
calling him out in Oregon newspapers,
and hundreds of new yard signs
prominently displayed around the state,
the Treasurer had a change of heart. His
changed vote, and Secretary of State
Dennis Richardson “voting his
conscience” for the first time, lead to a
unanimous vote to save the Elliott on
May 9th!
In this long battle, we learned that
Oregonians care passionately about
public lands (we had a hunch that was
true!). Polling shows that 80% of

Oregonians would be
less likely to support a
politician that voted to
privatize public lands.
The ups and downs of
the Elliott effort are
also a needed
reminder that when
we speak loud and
clear with a united
voice, politicians have
a hard time ignoring
us! Even Governor
Kate Brown, now an
ardent champion for
keeping the Elliott in
public hands, needed to hear from her
constituents before she found the
motivation to craft a plan to keep this
special place from being privatized.
My kids and I have been helping the
local advocacy group Coast Range Forest
Watch to save the Elliott for many years
now, long before I started working with
Oregon Wild. I am so happy to tell
Oregon Wild supporters, “Thank You!”
When we started this fight years ago,
most Oregonians had never heard of the
Elliott, but today it is a political hot topic
with politicians tripping over each-other
to prove they care. We never would have
gotten here without your help. So keep
up the good work, friends!
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Today the Elliott, tomorrow
your favorite wild place
Jonathan Jelen, Development Director
JASON GONZALES

In just a few
months, the Elliott
State Forest went
from being on the
chopping block to
being saved. Pressure
from Oregon Wild,
allies, and activists
made this victory
possible.

In the coming
months, more of our public lands will face similar
threats. And Oregon Wild will be there every step of the
way – but you make our work possible.

Please consider becoming a
monthly Evergreen Society
member – the best way to
help us keep Oregon wild.
Use the envelope between pages 8-9 or visit
www.oregonwild.org to join today.
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2017 OREGON WILD

OUTDOOR PHOTO CONTEST
ALL SUBMISSIONS DUE BY
SEPTEMBER 8, 2017

Printed on recycled paper with vegetable based ink.

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

5825 N. Greeley Ave.
Portland, OR 97217

THE BIG PICTURE
For over forty years, Oregon
Wild has worked to protect the
bigger picture – the landscapes
and ecosystems that keep our
state in balance, keep us healthy
and active, and give Oregon an
aesthetic unlike any other. For
over a decade, our Outdoor
Photo Contest has been the
platform to showcase these
essential and beautiful places we
call home. Now more than ever,
our public lands and the life they
sustain need our attention and
protection. Whether you’re an
amateur or professional
photographer, you can help us
put the focus on our mountains,
forests, rivers, and native wildlife
to safeguard them for
generations to come simply by
entering the Outdoor Photo
Contest.
Photographers of all ages and
abilities can enter photos in the
13th annual Outdoor Photo
Contest’s four main categories:
Wildlands, Wildlife, Waters,
and Endangered Places – this
year subtitled MONUMENTAL
VISION, featuring the beautiful
Cascade-Siskiyou National

MARK DARNELL

Monument in southern Oregon
– recently protected but with
those very protections under
threat. Help us draw attention to
the plight of our National
Monuments and this majestic
and diverse region by entering
the Endangered Places category.
For the winners, great prizes
await from Pro Photo Supply

and other local businesses, and
their work will be showcased in
Oregon Wild publications.
Winners will be announced at
our biggest party of the year
– CALL OF THE WILD – on
October 13 at Leftbank Annex.
See contest rules and details,
learn about special social media
challenges, and submit your

photos at www.oregonwild.org/
photo–contest. Sponsorship
inquiries welcome.
Thanks to our
returning sponsor

